December 23, 2019

The Honorable Frank Pallone, Jr. The Honorable Greg Walden
Chairman Ranking Member
Committee on Energy and Commerce Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives U.S. House of Representatives

The Honorable Diana DeGette The Honorable Brett Guthrie
Chair Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Oversight Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigations and Investigations

The Honorable Jan Schakowsky The Honorable Cathy McMorris Rodgers
Chair Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Consumer Subcommittee on Consumer
Protection and Commerce Protection and Commerce

RE: Response to November 21, 2019 Request for Information

Dear Chairman Pallone, Ranking Member Walden, Chair DeGette, Ranking Member Guthrie, Chair Schakowsky, and Ranking Member McMorris Rodgers:

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the Energy and Commerce Committee’s investigation into the live event ticketing industry. StubHub shares the Committee’s commitment to the consumer interest and applauds the effort to look at the industry holistically on behalf of fans.

Founded in 2000, StubHub revolutionized secondary ticket sales by providing fans a safe, transparent, and trusted marketplace to buy and sell tickets. Today, StubHub is the world’s most trusted ticket marketplace, operating in more than 40 countries and giving our customers access to the highest standards of consumer protection in the industry.

StubHub enjoys more than 130 partnerships with major sports leagues, universities, teams, venues, and artists around the world and we continue to innovate to meet the needs of partners and fans globally.

Our commitment to the consumer interest is why we have earned the trust of fans. In fact, Newsweek named StubHub #1 in the ticket industry on its list of 2019 Best Customer Service Companies in the U.S.

StubHub holds our users to an extremely high standard and every transaction is protected by our industry-leading FanProtect™ Guarantee1. It is the hallmark of our business and has defined the industry standard with respect to customer protections. In those rare instances where something goes wrong with a transaction, ticket buyers are guaranteed comparable or better replacement tickets to the event, or when that is not possible, a full refund inclusive of fees.

Additionally, StubHub operates a world class Trust and Safety team who work diligently behind the scenes to combat against bad actors and protect consumers. StubHub uses a combination of fraud detection tools and strategies to prevent attempts at fraud in real time. These tools include those available on the commercial market as well as in-house expertise and custom tools built for our business.

We not only work to prevent fraud; but we investigate attempts at fraud and strive to understand any claims made so we can educate ourselves and penalize bad actors. Our investigations team partners directly with local, state, federal, and international law enforcement on proactive and reactive investigations as warranted. StubHub is incredibly proud of the work of our Trust and Safety team and believe it would be informative for the Committee to learn more about their work in a subsequent briefing.

StubHub has been active over the last several years in engaging with policy-makers and regulators to better understand the live event ticketing industry and identify areas where enforcement of existing laws, or regulatory or legislative efforts could be impactful to benefit consumers. StubHub testified in support of the “Better On-Line Ticket Sales Act of 2016” and engaged with the Government Accountability Office during its study of the ticketing industry. Further, StubHub actively engaged in the Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) June 2019 Online Event Tickets Workshop, including through formal comments submitted in December 2018.2

StubHub believes that a fair, secure, and competitive ticket marketplace unequivocally supports the interests of fans. It drives industry players to compete on user experience, fees, consumer protections, and service. It also provides fans greater access to the events they want to experience and the ability to purchase tickets at a fair and market-driven price.

In recent years, StubHub’s ability to fulfill its mission has been complicated by various anticompetitive and anti-consumer practices in the ticket industry. Restrictive and anti-consumer practices witnessed in today’s marketplace include obscurity around ticket allocations, particularly the lack of transparency around the number of tickets available for sale to the general public, as well as restrictions on the transfer or resale of tickets that limit fans’ ability to transfer, give away, or resell the tickets they have rightfully purchased.

TRANSPARENCY & ACCESSIBILITY3

Bots are often singularly blamed as the reason fans have difficulty accessing tickets. However, it is important to note that another major contributor is that large percentages of tickets are actually never put on sale to the general public. Ticket issuers, artists, promoters, venues, and others involved in primary ticket sales frequently hold back large percentages of tickets for industry insiders and various pre-sales.

According to a 2016 report by the New York Attorney General’s office, an average of 46% of tickets go on sale to the general public during the general on-sale. The remaining 54% are held back for industry insiders, artists, fan clubs, credit card pre-sales, and other sources. The average number of tickets made
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3 Ibid – for additional commentary on how the lack of transparency around ticket distribution and allocations impact consumers.
available to the public falls to 25% for top concerts and was noted to be as low as 12% for one concert at Madison Square Garden.\(^4\)

In some instances, tickets that have been held back from the general on-sale are gradually released over time leading up to the event. These tickets are often priced higher than those originally sold and often reflect the market rates established on secondary marketplaces.\(^5\) Ticketmaster categorizes this ticket-sale model as “Official Platinum Tickets.”\(^6\) It utilizes market-based dynamic pricing.

StubHub respects the rights of artists and teams to price and sell their tickets as they deem appropriate. We also respect the rights of fans who have purchased those tickets to resell them at a mutually agreed upon price to a subsequent buyer. However, it should be noted that the need for transparency increases exponentially as ticket issuers embrace the use of dynamic pricing. The controlled distribution of supply can have a profound effect on pricing, and consumers need to be aware of how many tickets have been released versus held back in order to gauge those dynamics and make informed purchasing decisions.

Providing fans information on the number of tickets available for sale, when these tickets will be offered, and at what price will create a clearer picture of event accessibility and help to inform fans’ decisions on if, and when, to buy tickets. Absent this information, we have the situation that exists now which can be consumer frustration when tickets “sell out” quickly with no clear impression of why, only to find new tickets released for sale at a later time.

**Consumer Choice & Restrictions on Transferability**\(^7\)

A competitive ticket market provides fans greater access to the events they want to experience and the ability to purchase tickets at a fair and market-drive price.

Unfortunately, as a condition of initial sale, ticket issuers, sports teams, artists, theatres, and venues are increasingly using terms and conditions, technology, and ticket delivery techniques to place restrictions on the tickets that fans have rightfully purchased.

In some instances, these restrictions may prevent fans from transferring, giving away, or reselling their tickets altogether. In other instances, these restrictions dictate that any transfer or resale must occur on a secondary ticket platform that is owned, operated, or officially partnered with the primary ticket seller. This type of behavior unfairly limits choice and forecloses competition in the market.
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As the dominant player in primary ticket sales, Ticketmaster is uniquely positioned to control secondary ticket sales and eliminate consumer choice and competition through ticket restrictions. As a major player in secondary ticket sales through products such as TM+, NFL Ticket Exchange, NBATickets.com, etc. – Ticketmaster’s use of restrictive ticketing is on the rise.

StubHub recently submitted detailed comments to the House Judiciary Committee in response to its inquiry on competition in digital markets. The submission outlines Ticketmaster’s (and its parent company Live Nation’s) sustained and continuing dominance in the live event ticketing industry. This dominance is bolstered by anti-competitive conduct such as technological restraints, exclusivity, and retaliation.

For example, Ticketmaster’s SafeTix technology (at times referred to as “rolling barcodes”), enables them to completely control and dictate if, and how, ticket purchasers may transfer or resell their tickets to subsequent users. Through this technology, tickets can be made completely non-transferable, or a more likely outcome, transferability can be limited solely to Ticketmaster’s platforms. This is particularly concerning in a world where Ticketmaster tickets 79 of 93 NFL, NHL, and NBA teams and controls approximately 70-80% of every ticket initially sold. Further, Ticketmaster has publicly stated its intent to move all tickets to the SafeTix platform by 2021.

With ticket restrictions, Ticketmaster can single-handedly eliminate consumer choice and foreclose competition. This situation recently occurred at a concert for the The Black Keys where hundreds of ticket-holding fans were denied entry when Ticketmaster employed its SafeTix technology and removed the ability for customers to transfer their tickets.

In this instance, the venue (a Live Nation operated property) refused to scan tickets that were purchased or transferred on competing platforms before the technological restrictions were implemented. Ticketmaster deemed these purchases to be void and the venue refused to honor them.

While Ticketmaster subsequently issued a post-event statement claiming that the tickets had been marked as “non-transferable,” it did not provide any evidence to support such an assertion, and media reports...


have not been able to substantiate it. Regardless, after-the-fact public relations statements are not a cure for the harm caused by Ticketmaster’s conduct.

Short of completely eliminating a consumers’ ability to transfer a ticket, Ticketmaster is increasingly requiring consumers who purchase resale tickets on non-Ticketmaster sites (such as StubHub) to complete this transaction on Ticketmaster’s own website or app in order for the user to obtain the purchased tickets.

In other words, a consumer that wants to use StubHub is forced to register with Ticketmaster, download the Ticketmaster app, and otherwise provide their consumer data and information to Ticketmaster in order to fulfil a purchase on StubHub. In addition to the affront to customers for making them utilize Ticketmaster when they had no intention to do so, the practice cements Ticketmaster’s hold on ticketing for live events and harms consumers by limiting choice and thwarting rival ticket providers.

This practice introduces significant friction in the resale experience for the customer. It also harms competition by, among other aspects, allowing Ticketmaster access to competitors’ customer and ticket sale data. This information can then be used to steal the customer relationship. As Ticketmaster admits, customer data is critical in terms of being able to efficiently market to customers. Moreover, customers who attempt to navigate the cumbersome Ticketmaster process are shown links to use Ticketmaster’s own resale ticketing services, including “TM+”. Fueled by these anticompetitive practices, TM+ is the fastest growing resale platform.

StubHub believes that fans should always have the option to purchase a transferable ticket at the initial point of sale that they can use, transfer, or resell freely to preserve competition in the market. Further, consumers who have purchased legitimate tickets should not be denied entry to an event based on a ticket issuer’s attempt to control the entire ticket marketplace and shut down competition. Terms and conditions that prevent sellers from transferring or reselling their tickets are unconscionable and should not be enforceable upon consumers - particularly in instances where refunds on the original purchase are not offered.

We understand that opponents to transferability requirements will argue that restrictions on transferability are necessary to enhance security and limit fraud, but these claims do not justify anti-competitive actions. StubHub welcomes technological advancements to improve security and decrease fraud, however these advancements should not result in limited consumer choice or foreclosing competition. Further, we do not believe the arguments on security and fraud are fully informed.
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13 Appendix III – Screenshots of the Purchase Process for StubHub Customers when Digital Tickets Must be Fulfilled using Ticketmaster
While Ticketmaster claims to use digital ticketing and transferability restrictions to enhance security and understand who is attending events, those claims fall short with the acknowledgement that Ticketmaster does not conduct background checks on ticket purchasers in advance of the event. Similarly, the primary seller is only aware of the purchaser, not the guests of the purchasers (i.e. someone buys four tickets and brings three guests).

With respect to fraud, StubHub’s own experience shows that the incidence of fraud is incredibly low – far less than one percent today on our platform. That said, digital ticketing may further enhance the industry’s efforts to combat fraud and it can be achieved without limiting consumer choice or foreclosing competition. The sincerity of the fraud argument must be questioned when the capability to create freely transferable digital tickets exists today but is not being broadly utilized.

The National Football League’s (NFL) use of Ticketmaster’s SafeTix technology has been widely reported. It is an example of digital ticketing that has been coupled with interoperability across multiple ticket platforms to ensure consumer choice.

The NFL required Ticketmaster to integrate its SafeTix system with multiple ticketing platforms that entered into a partnership with the NFL to enable the free transferability of digital tickets across multiple platforms. This arrangement is unique in the live event ticketing industry and arguably the result of government intervention. The NFL moved in this direction after reaching a settlement with six Attorneys General where they agreed not to, “promote or require that its member clubs implement ticketing technologies or practices that are designed or intended to substantially impede or preclude the ability of consumers to buy or sell tickets on secondary ticket exchanges unless permissible under applicable law.”

Unfortunately, we do not see the broader industry moving in this direction without additional direction from government. Luckily for consumers, several states have adopted laws ensuring that consumers have the option to purchase a transferable ticket at the point of sale, including: New York, Connecticut, Virginia, and Utah. Two more states – Illinois and Colorado– have laws in place that prohibit any restriction on the resale of a ticket. StubHub encourages federal action in this area to ensure consumers across the U.S. are afforded the same protections.

StubHub recognizes the Committee’s interest in several additional topics that impact consumers of the live event ticketing industry and have provided responses to the Committee’s specific questions below.
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15 Reference Appendix IV – “Ticket Restrictions Are a Growing Threat” – a list of state statutes that have consumer-oriented laws providing for the transability of tickets.
Response to Document and Information Request

1. Please provide a list of all primary market ticket platforms and secondary market ticket exchanges owned or operated by your company, and the total number of tickets sold on each platform or exchange in 2018.

The only platform owned and operated by StubHub in the United States is www.stubhub.com.

In 2018, StubHub sold tickets in North America. This data is inclusive of the U.S. and Canada.

2. What fees does your company charge per ticket sale, and how are those fees calculated? Please provide a copy of any policies related to how your company sets and calculates fees.

For every ticket sold on StubHub, both the buyer and seller will pay fees. The StubHub User Agreement describes our fee policy in greater detail. All our fees are disclosed to users in a clear and conspicuous manner throughout the transaction. Our fees are competitive with the broader industry and change regularly to account for market dynamics.

For buyers, all transactions include a service fee and a fulfillment fee. The service fee is a percentage of the sale price and is dynamically calculated based on several factors, including the type of event, the event genre, venue type, location of the ticket, time of the event, and others. This type of dynamic pricing is prevalent across ecommerce because it provides the flexibility to test price sensitivity, optimize conversion, and allow companies to better compete. Currently, our service fees range from of the ticket price, however there will be cases where the fee percentage falls above or below that range.

The fulfillment fee is a fixed amount that is based on the type of ticket purchased. Currently, the fees are set as: for an instant mobile ticket, mobile transfer, or instant download (PDF); for hard stock tickets that are delivered through UPS.

For sellers, it is free to list a ticket on StubHub. StubHub will only charge a service fee if the ticket sells. For consumer sellers, the sell fee is a fixed percentage of the list price and currently ranges from 

Professional sellers pay a service fee that is governed by the terms of StubHub’s incentive-based Top Seller program or an individual agreement with StubHub. As is the case with many industry participants, StubHub’s Top Seller program allows the business to build relationships with trusted professional sellers to ensure our users have access to legitimate, diverse, and high-quality inventory for the events they want to attend. Entry into the top-seller program is contingent on sales volume as well as maintaining an exceptional record of delivering tickets without problems.

3. How much revenue did your company generate from ticket fees in calendar years 2016, 2017, and 2018? Please provide this figure for each of your company’s primary (if applicable) and secondary ticket sales platforms.

The following revenue was generated by www.stubhub.com in North America from ticket fees in 2016, 2017, and 2018 respectively. These figures are inclusive of the United States and Canada and are representative of transactional fees, less discounts, rebates, and cancellations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Part A: At what point during the purchase process does your company make the consumer aware of the type and amount of ancillary fees charged? Where and how is this information communicated to consumers?

StubHub’s fees are clearly and conspicuously disclosed to buyers before we collect payment information.18

Our disclosures are prominent, properly placed, and repeatedly displayed to consumers throughout the checkout flow before a final purchase is made. For new users and users that do not have payment information saved within their profile, we disclose our fees before collecting payment information. For returning users who have payment information saved into their profile, we disclose our fees before confirming payment information and purchase. The “Order Total” is in a bold and larger font size, with the ticket price and fees itemized beneath. StubHub customers are never charged without the opportunity to see the full cost of their order, including fees.

Additionally, StubHub enables buyers to view ticket listings, inclusive of estimated fees, at the outset of their shopping experience. There is an optional toggle provided on the event page that customers can utilize to see the estimated “all-in” pricing at the earliest stages of ticket selection. StubHub is one of only a few platforms that provide this feature to buyers.
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18 Reference Appendix VI – Screenshots of the StubHub Purchase Flow, Desktop and Mobile – for a visualization of StubHub’s pricing displays and fee disclosures.
StubHub began to offer this optional view in 2015 after an attempt to move to “all-in pricing” in 2014. StubHub moved to an “all-in pricing” model believing it was something that buyers wanted and that the industry would quickly follow suit. Unfortunately, the industry did not follow StubHub’s lead and as a result, consumers were confused. Ticket buyers incorrectly believed that StubHub tickets were exclusive of fees and thus more expensive than our competitors. Our business moved to the optional view to better align with industry standards, but continued to empower consumers to elect how they view ticket prices on StubHub.

As the Committee considers all-in pricing in the context of the BOSS ACT, we encourage the consideration of an industry-standard that would see all marketplaces provide a clear and conspicuous option to view tickets with the estimated “all-in” price. This would empower consumers to visualize prices as they prefer, as opposed to moving to an “all-in” pricing structure that will be difficult to enforce amongst rogue industry actors and have the unintended consequence of disadvantaging those who comply. Further, any public policy regarding pricing displays should be applied and enforced equally across the entire industry.

Part B: Since January 1, 2016, has any federal, state, or local entity or individual taken legal action against your company regarding the lack of “all-in” pricing? If so, please provide a list of such actions, the claim alleged in each action, and if applicable, the results of any such action.

The following is inclusive of any federal, state, or local entity or individual that has taken legal action against StubHub regarding a perceived lack of “all-in” pricing.
5. **Does your company sell ticket insurance, or contract with or otherwise permit a third-party to sell ticket insurance on your platform or website?** If so, please explain the ticket insurance that your company offers, including whether the ticket insurance is a set price or calculated based on the cost of the ticket, and what the ticket insurance covers.

StubHub does not sell ticket insurance. Rather, we partner with Allianz, a trusted and global insurance provider, to offer our users the option at checkout to purchase an Allianz Ticket Insurance policy on their order. The cost of the policy is based on a percentage of the order total and generally provides StubHub customers an additional layer of protection beyond our industry-leading FanProtect™ Guarantee. The Allianz policy is meant to cover the consumer’s purchase if he or she cannot attend an event for covered reasons, including: covered illness; covered injury; jury duty/subpoena; military obligations; job relocation or loss; covered pregnancy; traffic accidents; or death of insured, companion, or family member. More information about this product, including a full description of coverage, can be found on the Allianz website.

6. **Does your company permit the sale of speculative tickets on your company’s platform? What disclosure does your company make to alert consumers of the speculative nature of the ticket and how and when in the purchase process is this disclosure made? What actions has your company taken to address speculative tickets sold on your company’s platform, including legal or other actions taken to enforce your company’s speculative tickets policy? In the past year, have any speculative tickets been sold on your company’s platforms? Please provide all policies related to the sale of speculative tickets.**

StubHub’s User Agreement and the Top Seller Handbook both explicitly prohibits sellers from listing speculative tickets, however, it is reasonable to assume that speculative tickets are sometimes sold through the StubHub site.

As a marketplace, with ticket listings available for over 10 million sports, music, and theater events around the world, StubHub is not able to verify ownership of every ticket listed on our site. However, we have a robust set of tools and processes in place to help identify and remove suspicious listings and protect our customers.

Our approach is both proactive and reactive. Proactively, StubHub has a dedicated team of professionals that use cutting edge technological tools to investigate suspicious listings. We give particular scrutiny to major events, such as top concerts and theatre tours, festivals, and significant sporting events.

When a listing is flagged, our team contacts the seller to confirm proof of purchase. If proof cannot be provided, listings will be removed from our site. Reactively, when we receive notification and
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evidence from a venue, partner, artist, or team that a listing is speculative, we will investigate, and if we determine the listing is speculative, we will remove it. In some high-profile instances – like the Super Bowl – StubHub may require proof of purchase from sellers in order to list tickets.

It is important to note that due to holdbacks, presales, and season ticket holder agreements – ticket holders often have the rights to tickets before an event goes on sale to the general public. As such, we do not consider such listings to be speculative. However, we do require sellers to commit to a delivery deadline. Delivery information is provided to buyers in advance of purchase and may be a factor in their purchasing decision.

Our primary objective is to ensure our buyers receive the tickets they have purchased. Sellers are deterred from listing tickets that they cannot fulfill. StubHub’s User Agreement\textsuperscript{23} stipulates that we can withhold payment and further charge a seller’s payment method an amount ranging from 40\% of the ticket’s sale price to the full amount incurred by StubHub to remedy the situation (i.e. typically the cost of providing replacement tickets to the buyer), depending on the circumstances. Most notably, we reserve the right to remove listings, withhold payments, and temporarily or permanently suspend a seller’s account for abuse of our platform.

From a buyer perspective, our FanProtect\textsuperscript{TM} Guarantee\textsuperscript{24} is in place to address any issues that may arise with a ticket purchase. Our commitment to our fans is critical to our business’ success. That is why we invest so heavily in our Customer Service and Trust and Safety functions and strive to create an overall positive and trusted consumer experience.

In recent months StubHub has launched a strategic supply initiative that enables pre-approved professional sellers to source their ticket supply from available inventory on other platforms. Typically, this practice is utilized for low demand events where inventory is readily available across platforms.

7. \textbf{Does your company work with, own, or operate any platform and/or website that makes any representation of affiliation or endorsement to a venue, team, or artists, when in fact no formal affiliation or representation exists (also known as white-label websites)? If yes, please provide a list of these websites and explain…}\textsuperscript{25}

StubHub does not work with, own, or operate “white-label” websites. As the Committee is aware, operators of these “white-label” sites often use an URL that suggests the website is affiliated with an event venue, team, or artist. Consumers reasonably believe that they are purchasing tickets from the primary seller at the “face value” when in fact, they are purchasing from a reseller at prices that may exceed the initial sales price or even the prices offered on the ticket resale marketplace affiliated with the “white-label.” Due to the misleading presentation of the “white-label” site, consumers miss the opportunity to purchase lower priced tickets from a more reliable and reputable seller.

\textsuperscript{23} “User Agreement: Seller Policies – 3.3 Reporting an issue and offering replacement tickets; Consequences for Dropped Sales and Invalid Tickets,” \url{https://www.stubhub.com/legal/?section=sp}

\textsuperscript{24} “User Agreement: FanProtect Guarantee,” \url{https://www.stubhub.com/legal/?section=fp}
We have spent significant time advocating against this practice with federal and state policymakers and regulators. Today, we understand seven states including Maryland, New Jersey, Nevada, New York, Tennessee, Texas, and Utah have passed legislation specifically prohibiting the use of deceptive ticket website URLs.

It is also important to note that the consumer harm around “white-label” sites is not limited to deceptive URLs. Rather, certain ticket marketplaces - like TicketNetwork and VividSeats – work with “white-label” sites in order to broadcast the same inventory to purchasers at different prices. This gives consumers a deceptive picture of the independent options available to them.

Specifically, using “white-labels” allows a single ticket resale marketplace to account for multiple links presented to consumers “above the fold” on search engine results pages. The links appear to be associated with independent, distinct ticket resale marketplaces and as such consumers believe that they are choosing among a host of competing alternatives. In reality, many of the links are different portals to the same inventory and back-end infrastructure.

Senator Booker and Former Senator Hatch have described this as a tactic “to skirt and subvert search engine marketing policies” that has the effect of preventing consumers from “enjoy[ing] true choice between the vendors appearing in search results.”

StubHub encourages the Committee to investigate the full list of harms associated with the “white-labels” and stands ready to assist.

8. **What protocols are in place to ensure that tickets resold on your company’s platform(s) were not originally purchased using bots or fictitious accounts? What analysis has your company completed to determine the effectiveness of these protocols?**

StubHub strongly supports legislation prohibiting the use of bots to procure tickets, including the 2016 BOTS Act.

Anti-bots laws should be strongly enforced and entities who abuse the law should be penalized accordingly. Strong enforcement of anti-bots laws requires cooperation between the industry and relevant enforcement agencies – particularly by primary ticket sellers who are attacked by the software. Without such cooperation, enforcement agencies will not be in a position to identify or penalize violators of the law.

When we think about bots in the ticket space, we typically think about software that either skips an electronic queue or bypasses established ticket limits to unfairly procure tickets. To that end, a “traditional” bot does not attack secondary sites the same way it might attack a primary ticket seller. Attacks against secondary sites may include attempts to scrape data or hack accounts.
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As a marketplace that has both primary and secondary inventory, StubHub has built the tools and functionality to identify and stop bots attacks against our site accordingly. With respect to primary sales, we have several back-end processes that review purchases in search of suspicious activity. If bots usage is identified, those purchases will be canceled.

StubHub’s User Agreement calls for all sellers to “comply with all applicable laws and regulations,” including the BOTS ACT of 2016. StubHub does not use bots to procure tickets for sale and we do not encourage our users to utilize bots either. When bots usage is discovered, we will remove listings from our site and punish sellers accordingly.

StubHub is not in a position to identify how our sellers acquire the tickets they sell. It is important to note that the sheer fact a single seller has a large quantity of tickets to an event does not in and of itself equate to bots usage. Many professional resellers have direct relationships with venues, teams, artists or promoters and source their tickets accordingly.

That said, our Trust and Safety team has processes in place to flag irregular listings. For example, if a new user posts a significant number of tickets, then our systems will flag those listings and the Trust and Safety team will engage. This includes reaching out to sellers proactively to understand how they acquired the listed tickets.

StubHub aims to maintain an ongoing dialogue with primary ticket sellers so we are aware of ticket cancellations as a result of bots usage. We rely on this information sharing from primary ticket sellers and will remove listings of tickets that were canceled because they were purchased utilizing bots or fictitious accounts.

StubHub believes that the industry can work together to share information and do more to combat ticket bots. For example, StubHub was an active member of a group called the BOTs Defense Counsel (hosted by Distil Networks) until it was recently suspended after Distil Networks’ acquisition by Imperva. The BDC was a forum for companies to discuss best practices in their efforts to combat bots.

StubHub believes that meaningful enforcement of the BOTS Act is critical to improving ticket availability and pricing for consumers. We are willing partners in this effort, but rely significantly on information sharing from primary ticket sellers who are pre-dominantly impacted by this software.

Conclusion

Thank you for the opportunity to present this information to the Committee and your consideration of our comments.

We look forward to engaging the Committee in more detailed and informative discussions on your areas of interest, as well as being a partner in your effort to provide greater consumer protection and transparency to consumers in the live event ticketing industry.

Sincerely,

Laura Dooley
Head of Global Government Relations
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COMMENTS OF STUBHUB

StubHub welcomes the opportunity to provide comments on consumer protection and competition issues related to the online event-ticket marketplace in advance of the Federal Trade Commission’s Online Event Ticket Workshop. StubHub shares the Commission’s commitment to ensuring that consumers are able to purchase tickets online in a fair, transparent, and competitive environment. StubHub hopes that this submission contributes to the dialogue on this important topic and assists in the Commission’s efforts to protect consumers.

StubHub would like to draw attention to four issues that impact the online event-ticket marketplace and that we believe warrant Commission attention and/or enforcement action:

1. **Ticket Availability Restrictions** – Ticket sellers are increasingly withholding large blocks of tickets to popular events from public sale. These practices, particularly if they are opaque to consumers, may significantly impact event-ticket accessibility, affordability, and availability. The Commission should evaluate whether ticket sellers and event platforms are adequately disclosing information about the volume of tickets diverted away from sale to the general public. Further, the Commission should enforce the BOTS Act and take other steps to prevent consumers from losing access to tickets at the initial sale price due to the unlawful use of ticketing bots.

2. **Ticket Transfer Restrictions** – Ticket sellers are increasingly imposing legal and practical restrictions on consumers’ rights to donate, transfer, or resell tickets. Such restrictions frustrate the functioning of a healthy and competitive ticket market and harm consumers by limiting their ability to transfer or resell tickets they have rightfully purchased. The Commission should require transparency around such restrictions and closely evaluate whether these practices violate Section 5 of the FTC Act.

3. **White-Labeled Websites** – Certain market participants use white-label marketing practices to mislead consumers into believing they are purchasing tickets from official venues when, in fact, consumers are purchasing tickets from resellers, often at prices that far exceed prices for the same ticket on the affiliated resale marketplace. White-label marketing is also used to deceptively manipulate search engine results in a way that prevents consumers from accurately evaluating their lowest-cost options. The Commission should prosecute market participants that mislead consumers using white-labeled websites.

4. **Consistency in Price & Fee Displays** – Certain industry participants fail to appropriately disclose costs and fees added to the base price of tickets. StubHub believes that both primary ticket sellers (the seller first making event tickets available
to the public) and secondary ticket sellers and platforms should fully disclose the total purchase price, with a clear delineation of all applicable fees, prior to checkout. StubHub believes that the Commission should pursue enforcement actions against market participants who fail to adequately disclose the total price of tickets. In addition, if the Commission seeks to reconsider or change its policies relating to pre-checkout price disclosures, StubHub respectfully submits that the Commission should do so in a transparent manner that incorporates stakeholder input and fair notice to market participants.

As explained below, Commission action in these areas would promote transparency, eliminate deceptive practices, and increase consumer choice in the market. These effects would benefit consumers and industry stakeholders by increasing consumer confidence in the online event-ticket marketplace.

As a preliminary matter, StubHub observes that the Commission’s request for comment segments the ticket marketplace into “primary” and “resale” markets. StubHub respectfully submits that this delineation is neither clear nor particularly meaningful from the perspective of many of the consumer protection and competition issues currently present in the marketplace. The line between primary and secondary ticketing is blurred because, among other reasons, primary sellers in some instances have special relationships with secondary sellers, such as ticket brokers and exchanges, and engage in sales processes, such as holdbacks, that influence and compete with secondary sales. Further, market participants increasingly present consumers

1 For example, a large industry player, Ticketmaster, serves as a seller of both primary and secondary tickets. Musical acts, sports teams, venues, and others frequently retain Ticketmaster to sell “first sale” tickets on their behalf, and Ticketmaster also serves as the preferred—and in some cases only—secondary marketplace for tickets for those same events. See, e.g., Amended Class Action Complaint, Olsen v. New Jersey Devils, LLC, No. 2:15-CV-002807, at ¶ 25 (D.N.J. July 31, 2015) (“Ticketmaster is the ‘official resale partner’ of the NHL and other sports leagues and venues . . . including the NFL, NBA, New York Yankees, Los Angeles Angels and major metropolitan area sports venues such as Madison Square Garden (home of the NHL New York Rangers); the Prudential Center (home of the NHL Devils) and Nassau Coliseum (home of the NHL Islanders).”). Ticketmaster has also recently begun offering customers the opportunity to resell their tickets through the “Fan-to-Fan Resale” option, as well as through Ticket Exchange, services that are substantively the same as the service that StubHub, Vivid Seats, and others provide today in what has traditionally been called the secondary market. See Ticketmaster, available at https://www.ticketmaster.com/verified; Ticket Exchange by Ticketmaster, available at https://www.ticketexchangebyticketmaster.com/.
with “blended” experiences in which primary and secondary tickets are offered simultaneously. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, a uniform approach is aligned with consumers’ interests and shopping experience. Consumers looking to purchase tickets for an event are often indifferent as to whether the tickets come from a primary or secondary source, as long as the tickets are reliably valid and priced fairly. For these reasons, regulatory consistency between the primary and secondary marketplaces is sensible, and the Commission’s posture and goals should not turn on artificial distinctions between primary and secondary sellers or “markets.”

I. AVAILABILITY RESTRICTIONS

Ticket issuers’ use of various forms of tranche sales and holdbacks, as well as the use of ticketing bots to unfairly and illegally procure tickets, are increasingly diminishing consumers’ ability to purchase event tickets at or near the time tickets initially go on sale to the general public.2 Both issues warrant Commission attention.

A. Tranche Sales and Holdbacks

Tranche sales involve staggered releases of small groups of tickets, either before or after sales are made to the general public. Blocks of tickets are often offered to artist fan club members or patrons of a venue before tickets are sold to the general public. Allocating large blocks of tickets to users of certain credit cards is frequently done as part of co-promotion agreements between venues, promoters, and credit card networks. This is another form of tranche sales. Holdbacks generally refer to the reservation of blocks of tickets for industry insiders—promoters, venues, executives, agents, and the like—and pre-sale programs.3

---

3 Id. at 11.
The use of tranche sales and holdbacks appears significant, particularly with regard to the most popular acts and events. In 2016, the New York Attorney General found that, on average, 54% of all tickets in observed events were diverted to holds and pre-sales—leaving only 46% for the general public.\(^4\) The report found that for ten popular shows, for acts such as Coldplay, Jay-Z, and Steely Dan, “over 50%” of tickets were earmarked through pre-sale events, even with “none explicitly reserved for fan clubs.”\(^5\) For some events, such as two 2012 Justin Bieber concerts, “less than 25 percent of tickets were actually released to the general public in an initial public on-sale.”\(^6\) A Katy Perry concert was reported to have put only 12% of seats on sale to the general public.\(^7\) The use of tranche sales and holdbacks on this scale can create artificial ticket scarcity and, in turn, lead to artificially inflated prices.

Ticket sellers have begun to take advantage of this artificial scarcity through “premium” or “VIP” programs that offer tickets to the general public at a significant markup to the face value attributed to other, similarly situated tickets, and may be subject to adjustment based on supply and demand.\(^8\) For example, VIP tickets to a July 13, 2019, Shawn Mendes concert were being advertised at $249, as compared to $69.50 for standard tickets.\(^9\) Ticketmaster also offers “platinum” tickets to select events that are not sold at face value but instead are subject to

\(^4\) Id.

\(^5\) Id. at 14.

\(^6\) Id. at 15.

\(^7\) Id.

\(^8\) Premium and VIP tickets may be accompanied by perks, such as lounge access or merchandise that are not included with standard tickets.

“market-based pricing (adjusting prices according to supply and demand).”\textsuperscript{10} The United Kingdom’s Advertising Standards Authority recently noted that these tickets are frequently no better, but often far more expensive than, those offered to the general public through other channels.\textsuperscript{11} The Advertising Standards Authority found that “[i]n many cases, particularly for popular events, [Platinum tickets] were likely to be more expensive than the general tickets for that event, which had a fixed price that never changed . . . [but] did not offer a tangible benefit compared to some of the general seating tickets and the experience offered by the Platinum tickets was no better than the experience offered by some of the general tickets.”\textsuperscript{12}

The Commission should evaluate whether ticket sellers that divert large volumes of tickets to tranche sales and/or holdbacks are adequately disclosing the existence of such practices to consumers. Commission guidance on the FTC Act states that “omissions of material information . . . likely to mislead reasonable consumers” violate Section 5.\textsuperscript{13} Many consumers may be unaware that a sizable majority of tickets for popular events are sold through tranche sales and holdbacks. In the absence of any disclosure of these practices, reasonable consumers may review advertisements and sales announcements and misunderstand the actual level of ticket availability. And, correspondingly, disclosure of these practices would provide consumers with the ability to make more informed purchase decisions. For example, it may be deceptive for sellers to advertise an “on sale” date or talk about the “face value” of tickets without also

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{11} Advertising Standards Authority, \textit{ASA Ruling on Ticketmaster UK Ltd}, https://www.asa.org.uk/rulings/ticketmaster-uk-ltd-a17-378277.html.
\item \textsuperscript{12} \textit{Id}.
\end{itemize}
explaining the sale dates, as well as ticket prices and availability, that are applicable for sales to
fan club members, credit card holders, or the release of “platinum” and VIP tickets.

B. Ticket Bots

Ticket bots are computer software programs that “barrage ticket systems” by automating
the process of searching for and buying tickets. Specifically, bots often attempt to make
multiple connections with a primary seller’s website via hundreds or thousands of proxy IP
addresses, sometimes rendering the website virtually inoperable for other users trying to
purchase tickets. These bots can help users jump to the front of electronic queues and bypass
ticket limits.

According to a 2016 report by the New York State Office of the Attorney General, bots
can complete thousands of simultaneous transactions on a primary seller’s website within
minutes or even seconds. Ticket bots provide an unfair advantage over the average fan, and
“[t]here is consensus in the ticket industry that Ticket Bots have no place in a fair and equitable
ticket market.”

In 2016, Congress passed the Better Online Ticketing (“BOTS”) Act. This federal
legislation was co-sponsored by members of both parties and passed with overwhelming support

---


in both houses of Congress. The BOTS Act makes it unlawful to “circumvent a security measure, access control system, or other technological control or measure on an Internet website or online service that is used by the ticket issuer to enforce posted event ticket purchasing limits or to maintain the integrity of posted online ticket purchasing order rules,” or to “sell or offer to sell any event ticket in interstate commerce obtained” in violation of this prohibition. The BOTS Act applies to “any concert, theatrical performance, sporting event, show, or similarly scheduled activity” that takes place in a venue with a capacity of over 200 people, provided that it is open to the general public and advertised in interstate commerce. The BOTS Act endows both the FTC and State Attorneys General with enforcement authority.

As reported by the GAO in 2017, “it is not yet clear the extent to which the [A]ct has reduced [the] use [of bots].” To date, neither the Commission nor the states have initiated a single enforcement action under the BOTS Act. While the use of bots can be difficult to prosecute, because many perpetrators are individuals using false names or conducting their business from overseas locations and ticket bots appear to be advancing technologically to

---

22 Id.
23 Id.
25 Id. at 48.
eschew detection, it is not impossible. For example, states have prosecuted individuals under their own state laws prohibiting the use of bots.

StubHub believes that meaningful enforcement of the BOTS Act is critical to improving ticket availability and pricing for consumers, and that enforcement is contingent upon the cooperation of primary ticket sellers. Unfortunately, a lawsuit and recent media reports suggest that certain primary ticket sellers are knowingly turning a blind eye to bot usage in instances in which the brokers who use the bots resell the purchased tickets through platforms and/or inventory management systems owned by the ticket sellers. These claims are concerning

---


30 In September, two separate media outlets reported on undercover operations in which investigative journalists attended the Ticket Summit 2018 convention—an event catering primarily to ticket scalpers—where a Ticketmaster Resale representative informed them that Ticketmaster facilitates the mass scalping of tickets by selling its proprietary software program designed to help bulk buyers resell thousands of tickets. Despite the fact that such sales violate Ticketmaster’s terms of service, which prohibit customers from purchasing tickets in excess of event-specific caps (usually 6-8 seats per purchaser), the Ticketmaster representative assured the reporters that “[a] blind eye [would] be turned” for ticket scalpers who break this rule using Ticketmaster’s software. Robert Cribb and Marco Chown Oved, We Went Undercover as Ticket Scalpers – and Ticketmaster Offered to Help Us Do Business, THE TORONTO STAR (Sept. 19, 2018), https://www.thestar.com/news/investigations/2018/09/19/we-went-undercover-as-ticket-scalpers-and-ticketmaster-offered-to-help-us-do-business.html; see also Dave Seglins, Rachel Houlihan, Laura Clemtson, ‘A Public Relations Nightmare’: Ticketmaster Recruits Pros for Secret Scalper Program, CBC (Sept. 19, 2018), https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/ticketmaster-resellers-las-vegas-1.4828535.
and suggest a blatant disregard for existing law. The Commission should investigate these claims and ensure primary ticket sellers are partners in the enforcement of the BOTS Act.

II. TICKET TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS

Ticket issuers are increasingly imposing technical, legal, and practical limits restricting purchasers’ ability to resell or gift tickets. Several of the practices StubHub and others have observed in the marketplace are summarized below:

- **Non-transferable Tickets** – As a condition of initial purchase, some ticket businesses, sports team owners, artists, and venues have implemented non-transferable tickets designed to make it difficult, if not impossible, for the original purchaser to freely transfer the ticket.\(^{31}\) One example is the credit-card entry system, where purchasers are required to present the credit card that was used to purchase the tickets and/or matching identification to gain admission.\(^{32}\) This delivery method prevents purchasers from transferring or reselling a ticket without providing the new ticket purchaser access to their credit card and ID.

- **Mandatory Resale Processes** – Some ticket issuers permit resale only through channels and/or processes they authorize. For example, a lawsuit against the New Jersey Devils alleged that the club requires season ticket holders to use Ticketmaster as the secondary marketplace for unused tickets.\(^{33}\)

- **Season Ticket Cancellation Policies and Practices** – Several sports franchises have enacted cancellation policies whereby season ticket holders who attempt to sell or give away their tickets are barred from being season ticketholders the next year, or are denied some other benefit, such as free merchandise or access to fan events. The Las Vegas Golden Knights of the NHL, for example, reportedly have cancelled hundreds of season ticket subscriptions held by customers who sold unused tickets on third-party websites that had not been authorized by the team.\(^{34}\)

---

\(^{31}\) New York AG Report at 36.

\(^{32}\) GAO Report at 23.


Ticket transfer restrictions harm consumers. For one, they force consumers to commit themselves financially to an event that they may not ultimately be able to attend.\textsuperscript{35} Ticket holders who have to cancel their plans for any number of unpredictable reasons are unable to recoup their money through resale or give away their tickets as a gift or donation to others.\textsuperscript{36} This is both impractical and inconvenient, particularly when tickets for many events sell out (and/or escalate in price) quickly and consumers may feel pressure to make quick purchase decisions. In addition, ticket transfer restrictions “materially and substantially degrade” ticket values.\textsuperscript{37} The ability to easily resell or transfer a ticket serves as “insurance” that the consumer will not lose their investment if they ultimately cannot use the ticket.\textsuperscript{38} Resale restrictions degrade ticket values by removing this guarantee, making some consumers less likely to purchase tickets.\textsuperscript{39} Finally, ticket transfer restrictions harm consumers by suppressing competition among distributors. One critic has characterized resale restrictions as “an effort to control the secondary-ticketing market and stifle competition from independent resellers and resale marketplaces . . . where tickets are often sold for less than face value.”\textsuperscript{40} Notably, an estimated 40% of ticket resales occur at prices \textit{at or below} the ticket’s face price.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, as a 2008 Stanford study concluded, “[t]o the extent that online marketplaces like eBay, StubHub,


\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Id.} at 33, 36.

\textsuperscript{37} \textit{Id.} at 32, 70.

\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Id.} at 38.

\textsuperscript{39} \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{41} AAI White Paper at 35.
craigslist, and others facilitate secondary market exchanges by lowering transaction costs, we can infer that their services increase the total surplus generated by the market for event tickets.”\(^{42}\)

The consumer harm associated with transfer restrictions and inadequate disclosure thereof is illustrated by *Olsen v. New Jersey Devils LLC*.\(^{43}\) In *Olsen*, a New Jersey Devils’ season ticket holder challenged the club’s policy of forcing all secondary sales of tickets to go through Ticketmaster’s Ticket Exchange platform. This policy was enforced by two means: first, season ticket holders that the club determined had sold too many tickets were denied the ability to renew their tickets for upcoming seasons; and second, the club denied resellers benefits that other season ticket holders enjoyed, such as free memorabilia, extra tickets, and seat upgrades.\(^{44}\) The plaintiff alleged that the Devils failed to disclose this policy to season ticket purchasers at the point of sale, but instead only informed the plaintiff retroactively that his right to renew had been cancelled, citing a letter that stated that the Devils “will no longer generally be offering season tickets to accounts, such as yours, that our records show have engaged in the resale of tickets for 50% or more of the home games that have been played thus far during the 2013-14 Season.”\(^{45}\) The cancellation blindsided the plaintiff, who “reasonably expected that they could sell tickets that they purchased which would otherwise go unused. Indeed, it was not until the Devils’ ‘important changes to [their] season ticket program[,]’ which terminated


\(^{44}\) *Id.* ¶¶ 33, 37.

\(^{45}\) *Id.* ¶¶ 37-38.
Plaintiffs’ right to renew, that the Devils had disclosed any negative consequences to selling individual tickets.”

Recognizing the clear potential for consumer harm, several states have taken steps to limit or prohibit the use of non-transferable paper tickets. In 2010, New York outlawed the issuance of non-transferable paperless tickets unless consumers are given the option of an alternative, easily transferable ticketing format at no extra cost. Similarly, a Virginia law passed in 2017 prohibits the issuance of tickets “solely through a delivery method that substantially prevents the purchaser of the ticket from lawfully reselling the ticket on the Internet ticketing platform of the ticket purchaser’s choice.” Colorado, Connecticut, and Illinois have enacted similar laws protecting ticket transferability, and several other states continue to consider similar fan-friendly proposals.

StubHub would encourage the FTC to take action in two areas relating to ticket transferability restrictions. First, the FTC should determine whether some or all transferability restrictions violate Section 5 of the FTC Act, even in instances in which the restrictions are clearly and conspicuously disclosed to consumers. Section 5 prohibits unfair methods of competition, including “vertical restraints of trade that . . . artificially foreclose legitimate consumer options.” Consequently, “[v]ertical restraints have long been a part of the antitrust

---

46 Id. ¶¶ 60-61.
47 Id.
48 Va. Code Ann. c 59.1-466.6
lexicon.”51 Vertical restraints, including ticket transferability restrictions, are evaluated pursuant to a rule of reason analysis involving a “detailed market analysis to determine whether the agreement has or is likely to create or increase market power or facilitate its exercise.”52 Importantly, “[r]estrictions imposed on customers”—such as ticket transferability restrictions—“often produce greater competitive harm than restrictions imposed on intermediaries, for restrictions of the latter permit customers to continue to make substitutes.”53 The Commission is uniquely situated to determine whether some or all ticket transferability restrictions on balance harm consumers and thus violate the antitrust laws. The agency’s internal economic analysis resources and capabilities are unparalleled, and the authority to pursue conduct that is “unfair” pursuant to Section 5, even if it does not rise to the level of a Sherman Act violation, gives the agency a unique tool to address this conduct that harms consumers.54

Second, the Commission should work to improve transparency around ticket resale restrictions so that consumers fully understand the restrictions prior to purchasing tickets. As noted above, “omissions of material information” that are “likely to mislead reasonable consumers” violate Section 5.55 Given the prevalence of ticket transfer and resale, and the

51 Vertical Restraints at 5.


54 See Statement of Enforcement Principles (“Section 5’s ban on unfair methods of competition encompasses not only those acts and practices that violate the Sherman or Clayton Act but also those that contravene the spirit of the antitrust laws and those that, if allowed to mature or complete, could violate the Sherman or Clayton Act.”).

substantial economic and practical significance of transferability to consumers, it is sensible and consistent with Section 5 that consumers be provided with clear and conspicuous disclosure of any such limits prior to purchase.

III. WHITE-LABELLED EVENT TICKET WEBSITES

In the event-ticket marketplace, the term “white labeling” refers to ticket resale marketplaces granting access to their ticket inventories, venue maps and photos, customer service functions, and e-commerce engine—the backbone of their website and business—to third-party marketers who “re-skin” the website so that it appears to be an independent website with a unique URL (e.g., web address). Through white-label sites, these ticket resale marketplaces can essentially operate multiple iterations of their website so that each appear independent, but which in reality are all selling the same tickets. As discussed below, white-labeling practices of this nature can harm consumers in at least two ways: first, by deceiving consumers into believing that the white-label site is affiliated with the venue, and second, by saturating online search results, thereby deceiving consumers who believe they are shopping a range of competitors to find the best value, when in fact they are seeing the same inventory relisted across affiliate websites. The FTC has already pursued a successful enforcement

56 In other areas of the economy, such as grocery and cleaning products, “white label” or “private label” marketing often refers to a retailer rebranding a product sourced from a manufacturer with the retailer’s own “house” brand and pricing the product lower than other branded alternatives. See generally, Francois Glemet and Rafael Mira, The Brand Leader’s Dilemma, THE MCKINSEY QUARTERLY (Spring 1993), https://go.galegroup.com/ps/i.do?p=AONE&sw=w&u=googlescholar&v=2.1&it=r&id=GALE%7CA14556413&sid=classroomWidget&asid=47777dcf. Target, for example, uses white-label marketing to sell brand name manufacturers’ products, ranging from detergent to over-the-counter medicine, under its own label at a reduced cost to the consumer. See, e.g., Khadeeja Safdar, Target’s Answer to Discounters Is an Even Cheaper Store Brand, WALL STREET JOURNAL (Oct. 6, 2018), https://www.wsj.com/articles/targets-answer-to-discounters-is-an-even-cheaper-store-brand-1538827200. White-label practices of this nature can benefit consumers by introducing additional purchasing options to the marketplace at a lower cost than the branded alternatives, but stand in stark contrast from the types of misleading white-labeling practices that, as explained above, frequently occur in the event-ticket marketplace.
action challenging TicketNetwork’s deceptive use of white-label marketing, but the practice remains prevalent and further Commission action is needed to protect consumers.

A. Consumer Deception Regarding Affiliation with the Event Venue

The operator of a white-labeled site may use a URL or make representations that suggest that the website belongs to, or is affiliated with, the event venue. Consumers see these representations and reasonably believe that they are purchasing tickets from the primary seller and are doing so at the face value of the tickets when, in fact, they are purchasing from a reseller at prices that may far exceed the initial sales price or even the prices offered on the ticket resale marketplace powering their site. And, in some cases, consumers make these purchases at a time when the actual venue (or its authorized primary seller) is still selling inventory. Thus, due to the misleading presentation of the white-labeled site, consumers may miss the opportunity to purchase significantly lower priced tickets from a more reliable and reputable seller.

The FTC has explicitly recognized the potential for consumer harm of this nature. In 2014, the FTC and the State of Connecticut settled charges against TicketNetwork and two of its white-label partners for misrepresenting to consumers that they were official venues selling tickets at face value. As the FTC found in that case, TicketNetwork and its affiliates used the white-labeling tactics described above to perpetrate their deception on consumers—i.e., TicketNetwork opened its ticket inventory and purchase software to its affiliates who then deployed hundreds of differently branded microsites often with identical inventory to market the tickets. Each of these microsites “mimick[ed] an individual event venue” by using nearly identical domain or subdomain names to the official venue site (e.g., radiocity.musichall-

---

The affiliates then crafted paid Google advertisements to give the false impression that these microsites were the “official” ticket source for the venue and to ensure that consumers would see their microsites as top hits when searching for event venues. The microsites themselves likewise did not effectively disclose to consumers that the tickets were being offered by a reseller at prices well above face value. To the contrary, the white-label sites sought to reinforce the impression that they were offering face-value tickets from the venue by, for example, displaying banners with the venue’s name across multiple landing pages (e.g., Radio Music Hall).

As the FTC recognized in pursuing this enforcement action against TicketNetwork, these sorts of white-labeling practices cause substantial consumer harm in the online ticket industry by deceiving a significant number of consumers into making above-market ticket purchases that the consumer would not otherwise have made.

Unfortunately, the enforcement action against TicketNetwork has not eliminated deceptive white-labeling practices. A recent Government Accountability Office report found that white-label practices comparable to those used by TicketNetwork remain ubiquitous. As the GAO summarized, white-label resale sites continue to “appear as paid results of Internet searches for venues and events, often charge[] higher fees than other ticket websites—sometimes in excess of 40% of the ticket prices—and use[] marketing that might mislead users to think they

59 See, e.g., id. ¶¶ 27-31.
60 See, e.g., id. ¶¶ 30-45.
61 Id.
62 It should be noted that since the publication of the GAO Report, Google has changed its policies to prohibit advertisements with “display URL[s] that do not accurately reflect the URL of the landing page,” as discussed further below. Google, Advertising Policies Help, https://support.google.com/adspolicy/answer/6008942?hl=en.
were buying tickets from the venue.” The agency further concluded that white-label websites were so pervasive that they “commonly appear [at the top of] search results for all types of venues, including smaller venues like clubs and theaters.” In fact, for the nine venues surveyed by the GAO, all nine had at least one white-label site appear as a leading search result. Moreover, the vast majority of the white-label sites examined by the agency still “use the venue’s name in the search engine’s display URL” and present disclosures disclaiming affiliation with the venue “in small font or in an inconspicuous location” on their key consumer landing pages.

According to the GAO Report, through the use of these deceptive practices, white-label sites are able to charge, on average, 106% higher ticket prices and 7% higher fees than other ticket resale sites. This was the case even when “comparable tickets were still available from the primary seller at a [significantly] lower price.” For example, the GAO Report found that “two white-label sites were offering tickets to an event for $90 and $111, respectively, whereas the venue’s official ticketing website was offering comparable seats for $34.”

The GAO Report further notes, “government officials, event organizers, and other secondary ticket sellers” have all expressed serious concerns about white-label sites in the online ticket industry and called on the FTC to do more to protect consumers from these deceptive
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practices. In particular, prominent members of both major political parties in the United States Senate and House of Representatives have urged the FTC to take further action against white-label resellers. These legislators affirm the GAO Report’s findings that, despite the FTC’s prior TicketNetwork action, “multiple ticket resellers [continue to] describe their programs as enabling third party websites to control ticket markup prices and service fees, allowing the affiliate to determine its own commission.” The result is “that a ticket available on a white label site is often substantially more expensive than the exact same ticket available on the [undisclosed] reseller’s main website,” which is the actual source of the ticket.

Consumer complaint websites include hundreds, if not thousands, of submissions from consumers who have purchased tickets using white-labeled ticket websites expressing confusion and frustration about being misled into believing that they were purchasing face-value tickets from an event’s official ticket website. State legislators and consumer-oriented advocacy groups have begun taking action to try to mitigate the harm done to consumers by these practices. In 2017, for example, Nevada passed a consumer protection law specifically
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70 Id. at 27.
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74 See, e.g., Testimony of Brian Hess, Executive Director of Sports Fan Coalition, Before the Maryland House of Delegates, available at
prohibiting ticket resellers or their affiliates from “display[ing] a trademarked or copyrighted URL, title, designation, image or mark or other symbol without the written consent of the trademark or copyright holder” or from “us[ing] any combination of text, images, web designs, or Internet addresses, or any combination thereof, which is substantially similar to the Internet website of an entertainment facility, athletic contest or live entertainment event without permission.”  

Google has attempted to address the issue of deceptive URLs in its Advertising Policy, which prohibits, among other things, advertisements with “display URL[s] that do[] not accurately reflect the URL of the landing page.”  It has also issued revised guidance for event ticket sellers that requires them to more clearly disclose whether they are resellers and limits their ability to include certain terms in their URL domain name. Unfortunately, Google’s policy applies only to advertisements and not the search engine results themselves, and Google cannot address deceptive results and labeling on other search engines. Also, corporate policies such as these, however well-intentioned, are not developed with the benefit of public comment, and, being self-policed, may be subject to inconsistent and self-interested enforcement.

The continued prevalence of deceptive white labeling in the event-ticket marketplace underscores the need for additional Commission action in this area. As both Democratic and Republican legislators have noted, the Commission is well-positioned to prosecute the

https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/sportsfans/pages/1732/attachments/original/1518630411/SFC_FINAL_MD_Deceptive_URL_Testimony.pdf?1518630411 (showing the widespread and deceptive nature of specific white-label sites).

76 N.R.S. 598.3978 (2017).
79 See supra, n. 71.
perpetrators of these scams, and the agency has already found that the underlying conduct violates Section 5’s prohibition on deceptive practices.

B. Online Shopping Deception

The potential for consumer harm associated with white labeling extends beyond the deceptive venue-impersonation tactics described above and targeted in the Commission’s TicketNetwork action. A large proportion of the consumers who purchase event tickets online use search engines, such as Google and Bing, to identify potential ticket merchants from which to purchase. Often consumers use keywords, such as the name of the artist, venue, or sports team(s), in combination with words such as “ticket” to signal their interest in locating and purchasing event tickets. In general, search engines respond to such queries by presenting paid advertisements and non-paid (“native”) links to merchant websites that the search engine’s algorithms have identified as potentially relevant sellers. Using white-labeled copies of a website permits a single ticket resale marketplace to account for a large proportion of the links presented to consumers “above the fold” on search engine results pages. Because the links appear to be associated with independent, distinct ticket resale marketplaces, consumers believe that they are choosing among a host of competing alternatives when, in fact, many of the links are different portals to the same inventory. Thus, as a result of white labeling, consumers may reasonably believe that they have cross-shopped the pricing offered by multiple ticket resale marketplaces when, in fact, they have repeatedly viewed the inventory of a single resale marketplace through multiple white-labeled sites that merely appear distinct and independent. Consumers reasonably conclude that they have done a thorough search and discovered the range of market pricing when, instead, they have reviewed the inventory of only one or a handful of sites. Thus, white labeling tricks consumers into curtailing their shopping process, which, in
turn, causes some consumers to purchase tickets from a high-cost, white-labeled site, rather than a lower-priced alternative. Senators Booker and Hatch have described this as a tactic “to skirt and subvert search engine marketing policies” that has the effect of preventing consumers from “enjoy[ing] true choice between the vendors appearing in search results.”

StubHub respectfully submits that the Commission should closely evaluate the potential for white-labeling practices to harm consumers by presenting a deceptive picture of the independent options available to them. White labeling with the intent and effect of creating a false perception of market pricing and ticket availability is deceptive because the white-labeled sites do not clearly and conspicuously disclose the material fact that they are, in effect, jointly operated with other sites. In addition, such conduct is unfair because the practices (1) harm consumers by surreptitiously frustrating the ability to survey market pricing, and thus cause consumers to pay above-market prices; (2) cannot be reasonably avoided by consumers, due to the undisclosed nature of the white labeling; and (3) have the clear propensity to harm the free exercise of consumer choice without providing any offsetting benefits to either consumers or competition. The Commission has previously recognized that “present[ing] the user [of a search engine] with a greater diversity of websites” above the fold in search queries “improv[es] the overall quality of Google’s search results” to the benefit of the consumer. Taking deceptive actions to do just the opposite, by contrast, serves only to hinder consumers’ ability to
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80 Letter from Senators Booker and Hatch at 1-2.

81 A business practice is unfair under Section 5 of the FTC Act if the practice “causes or is likely to cause [i] substantial injury to consumers which is [ii] not reasonably avoided by consumers themselves and [iii] is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition.” 15 U.S.C. § 45(n).

successfully navigate market options. And, again, although Google has sought to restrict such abuses by adopting policies that forbid the practice of advertisers using affiliate programs to promote the same or similar content from multiple accounts on the same or similar queries, these policies do not apply to other search engines and may not be consistently enforced. In fact, StubHub regularly observes practices that appears to be in violation of this policy when running ticket queries.

For all of these reasons, StubHub echoes the call issued by the bipartisan and bicameral legislators for increased FTC enforcement focus on white-label practices in the online ticket industry. In its own online searches, StubHub has increasingly seen white-label tickets that impersonate the most renowned sports stadiums, music halls, and theaters in the country. Moreover, StubHub—like consumers—often sees multiple white-label sites returned as top hits, even when the sites are operated as fronts for the same ticket marketplaces. Such tactics are designed to mislead consumers and permit white-label resellers to successfully charge supra-competitive prices. StubHub respectfully submits that this is precisely the context where the FTC’s enforcement power is needed to protect consumers and the integrity of the marketplace.

IV. PRICE AND FEE TRANSPARENCY

Inadequate disclosure of total ticket cost—including an appropriate delineation of all applicable fees—continues to be a problem in the event-ticket marketplace.

Full disclosure of pricing information prior to purchase is a longstanding and fundamental principle of consumer protection law. As the Commission’s .com Guides points out, “all cost information — including any . . . additional fees — should be presented to

[consumers] clearly and conspicuously prior to purchase.**84** With regard to whether the initial price presented to consumers (whether in an advertisement, a product listing page online, or otherwise) should include all applicable costs and fees added to the base price depends on the expectations of reasonable consumers in light of industry practice. “If the purchase or use of the advertised product entails significant additional charges beyond the basic price of the product and consumers reasonably might not expect those charges,” then those charges should be disclosed in a clear and conspicuous manner with the initial presentation of price.**85** Consumers’ expectations depend on “industry norms” and the “general practices” of buyers and sellers in the marketplace.**86** With regard to fees that consumers reasonably expect, “disclosures should be provided before the consumer makes the decision to buy, e.g., before clicking on an ‘order now’ button or a link that says ‘add to shopping cart.’”**87**

In the event-ticket marketplace, most primary and secondary sellers charge fees that are added to the base ticket price. Fees are assessed for various reasons, such as to recoup costs for operating the ticket platform, pay delivery costs, or to account for “facility fee[s] charged by the venue.”**88** A recent report by the New York Attorney General observed that such fees are commonplace in the industry (particularly for larger venues) and, based on a sample of 800 events, average approximately 21 percent of the base ticket price.**89** As such, consumers reasonably expect event-ticket sellers to charge fees, and such fees may be disclosed after the


**85** Id. at A-15.

**86** Spirit Airlines, Inc. v. Dep’t of Transp., 687 F.3d 403, 416 (D.C. Cir. 2012).

**87** .com Guides at 14.

**88** GAO Report at 15.

**89** New York AG Report at 29, 41.
initial presentation of price, provided that clear and conspicuous disclosure occurs before the consumer decides to purchase. Recognizing that some consumers may prefer for such fees to be disclosed earlier in the ticket-buying process, StubHub several years ago moved to an “all-in” pricing structure (i.e., listing ticket prices that were inclusive of all fees). Unfortunately, StubHub’s competitors did not follow. As a result, consumers searching comparable tickets across platforms, expecting that StubHub continued to follow the industry practice, incorrectly believed that StubHub tickets were always more expensive when in fact the total prices were the same or cheaper. In 2015, StubHub reverted to the industry norm. StubHub continues to offer its customers an optional view that shows an “all-in” price early in the purchase flow process.

Some unscrupulous event-ticket sellers fail to disclose all applicable fees before consumers make buying decisions. This plainly abusive practice amounts to a bait-and-switch and harms consumers by denying them the benefit of the bargain presented in the purchase process, thus warranting Commission enforcement resources.

In addition, certain industry stakeholders, and the GAO, have questioned whether event-ticket sellers should be required to disclose the “all-in” price, e.g., a price that includes all applicable fees, in the initial presentation of pricing. Such a requirement would be a significant change to current law. StubHub believes that the current approach, as set forth in the .com Guides, is sensible and balances the competing considerations associated with price disclosures. That said, StubHub would have no objection to a change in existing law that would require up-front disclosure of the all-in price, provided that any such requirement or

---

90 GAO Report at 36 (evaluating advantages and disadvantages of “[r]equiring up-front disclosure of ticket fees or requiring all-in pricing”).

91 One benefit of the current policy is that it permits sellers to disclose reasonably expected fees on a “shopping cart” or other page where there is more space for explanation and context relative to an advertisement or product page. On the other hand, early disclosure of an all-in has the benefit of giving customers more specific price information very early in the shopping process, which could facilitate price shopping. GAO Report at 36.
related change in FTC policy is clearly announced and applied equally to all industry participants, including both primary and secondary sellers. If the Commission elected to consider advocating for such a change, StubHub submits that the process should be public, incorporate the opportunity for stakeholder comments, and involve clear notice to market participants through formal or informal guidance.92

This potentially could be an appropriate area for FTC enforcement action, although it would be most appropriate to postpone any such enforcement actions until after the Commission has clarified its policy positions, including through formal published guidance, with adequate notice to industry stakeholders. Providing clear, specific, and authoritative guidance in advance of pursuing enforcement actions to enforce a new Commission policy also would increase the Commission’s likelihood of success in any such actions.93

V. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

As noted in the Commission’s announcement of the Online Event Ticketing Workshop, speculative ticketing is an issue that is often referenced by industry stakeholders. Speculative ticketing, which is also referred to as “speculative listing” or “spec tickets,” refers to the practice of offering and selling “tickets” in circumstances in which the seller does not yet have the rights


93 The Supreme Court has acknowledged more than once that a lack of prior authoritative guidance from the Commission militates in favor of finding that a respondent’s own actions and related statutory interpretations are not objectively unreasonable, and thus not appropriately subject to FTC enforcement. See Safeco Insurance Co. of Am. v. Burr, 551 U.S. 47, 69-70 (2007) (concluding that interpretations with a “foundation in the statutory text” are not objectively unreasonable, particularly in the absence “of guidance from the courts of appeals or the [FTC] that might have warned [the defendant] away from” its reading); see also Steed v. Equifax Info. Servs., No. 1:14-cv-00437, 2016 WL 7888040, at *16 (N.D. Ga. July 15, 2016) (finding that the defendant’s interpretation of a statute was not objectively unreasonable in the absence of “any authoritative regulatory guidance from the FTC . . . issued before or during the time period at issue in [the] lawsuit”).
to the tickets being sold. StubHub’s user policy prohibits the practice of ticket speculation; however, we recognize that it is a practice that occurs in the broader industry.94

StubHub is aware of three state statutes that address the practice. California has long had ticket-specific regulation in place with respect to speculative sales, and New York and New Jersey followed suit in 2018.95 In California and New York, the statutes focus on consumer notice and adequate protections in the case of speculative sales. Many in the industry want to use a possession standard to define speculation, which is impracticable and ignores the fact that ticket issuers accept payment for tickets long before they are delivered to ticket purchasers, as well as the industry trend of delaying the delivery of tickets until mere hours before an actual event.

StubHub believes the Commission could provide needed clarity in this area by setting clearer standards for what ticket sellers must do to ensure that consumers receive adequate disclosures and protections with respect to purely speculative sales. A paramount concern is to ensure that any reseller has, at a minimum, secured the right to the ticket they are selling before marketing to consumers or adequately notices consumers that the right to the ticket being sold has not yet been secured.

94 StubHub, StubHub Marketplace Global User Agreement, Seller Policies (Oct. 1, 2018), https://www.stubhub.com/legal/?section=ua (“You must only list tickets that you already have in your possession (‘In Hand’) or that have been allocated to you. Speculative tickets or ‘spec tickets’ are tickets that are listed for sale or sold before the seller actually owns the tickets or before the tickets have been allocated to the seller. Listing or selling speculative tickets on StubHub is not allowed and may result in account suspension, fees, charges or other consequences.”).

Appendix III (Updated)

Purchase Process for StubHub Customers when Digital Tickets Must be Fulfilled by Ticketmaster

Placing an Order on StubHub for an NBA Game
Placing an Order on StubHub

• Fans are communicated that they MUST have an iPhone or Android phone to use the ticket.

• Fans being told that their tickets will not arrive till the day before the event causes confusion and drives call volume.
Communication Received Once the Order is Placed

• Fan receives email #1 from STUBHUB after the order is placed letting them know they will receive an email with instructions on how to accept a ticket transfer in order to physically receive their tickets.

• Fan receives email #2 from TICKETMASTER letting them know their tickets are ready to be accepted.
Communication Received Once the Order is Placed

• Fan receives email #3 letting the fan know they should have received an email from the seller and that the need to look in their inbox for the email from Ticketmaster.
Process of Retrieving a Ticket on Ticketmaster that was Purchased on StubHub

- Fan clicks on the email from Ticketmaster (email #2) and is taken to the Ticketmaster website where the ticket is transferred.
Process of Retrieving a Ticket on Ticketmaster that was Purchased on StubHub

1. These two images are the screen that the ticket purchaser is taken to in order to access their tickets on Ticketmaster.

2. #1: Ticketmaster is promoting their app to a StubHub fan trying to access their Wizards tickets.

3. #2 Ticketmaster is trying to promote the fans ability to sell their ticket on Ticketmaster.

4. #3 is a non-clickable link requiring the fan to download the Ticketmaster app in order to access their ticket for the game.
Process of Retrieving a Ticket on Ticketmaster that was Purchased on StubHub

• Fans click on, “Open in the App,” and go directly to it if they have an account. If they do not have an account, they are taken to the App or Android store to download the TICKETMASTER app.

• Ticketmaster gains a new app download and customer every time a StubHub fan accepts tickets and currently is not a Ticketmaster customer.
Process of Retrieving a Ticket on Ticketmaster that was Purchased on StubHub

- Fan now signs up for a new TICKETMASTER account or signs in if they are already a customer.
- TICKETMASTER has now gained a new customer (and all of their data) for remarketing in the future.
Process of Retrieving a Ticket on Ticketmaster that was Purchased on StubHub

- Fan is still in the Ticketmaster app retrieving their tickets.
- Fan can now see their tickets, but my return prior to the game in order to get the actual ticket to populate on their phone for entry into the venue.
Ticketmaster is Now Marketing to the NEW Customer who they Acquired via StubHub

- TICKETMASTER is now marketing to the new customer acquired via StubHub.
- TICKETMASTER now has this customers data, and ticket preferences and will continue to market to them in an ongoing manner.
TICKET RESTRICTIONS ARE A GROWING THREAT

Forty-four states have agreed that selling tickets at the market rate—either above or below “face value”—is in the public’s interests and have changed their laws accordingly. Now, restrictive ticketing practices are growing across the country. The largest ticket company in the U.S.—Ticketmaster—controls approximately 70% of the revenue generated on the primary ticket market. With restrictive ticketing practices, Ticketmaster, in partnership with ticket issuers, is attempting to establish a similar monopoly in the secondary market.

Legislation is needed to ensure a free, open, and competitive ticket marketplace for consumers. Thankfully, several states have already led on this issue.

States with Laws Fighting Ticket Restrictions

**IN COLORADO** [§ 6-1-718 (3)], “It is void as against public policy to apply a term or condition to the original sale to the purchaser to limit the terms or conditions of resale.” Also, “a person or entity, including an operator, that regulates admission to an event shall not deny access to the event to a person in possession of a valid ticket to the event...based solely on the ground that such ticket was resold through a reseller that was not approved by the operator.”

**IN NEW YORK** [NY Arts & Cult Aff L § 25.30], the law states“...it shall be prohibited for any operator of a place of entertainment, or operator’s agent, to: (a) restrict by any means the resale of any tickets...(b) deny access to a ticket holder who possesses a resold subscription or season ticket to a performance based solely on the grounds that such ticket has been resold; or (c) employ a paperless ticketing system unless the consumer is given an option to purchase paperless tickets that the consumer can transfer at any price, and at any time, and without additional fees, independent of the operator or operator’s agent.”

**IN VIRGINIA** [§ 59.1- 466.6.], their 2017 law says “A. No person that issues tickets for admission to an event shall issue any such ticket solely through a delivery method that substantially prevents the purchaser of the ticket from lawfully reselling the ticket on the Internet ticketing platform of the ticket purchaser’s choice.” And, “B. No person shall be discriminated against or denied admission to an event solely on the basis that the person resold a ticket, or purchased a resold ticket, on a specific Internet ticketing platform.”

**IN ILLINOIS** [815 ILCS 414/1], their ticketing regulations state “Any term or condition of the original sale of a ticket to any theater, circus, baseball park, or place of public entertainment or amusement where tickets of admission are sold that purports to limit the terms or conditions of resale of the ticket (including but not limited to the resale price of the ticket) is unenforceable, null, and void if the resale transaction is carried out by any of the means set forth in subsections (b), (c), (d), and (e) of Section 1.5 of this Act.”

**IN CONNECTICUT** [Public Act NO.17-28], “No person shall employ an entertainment event ticketing sales system that fails to give the purchaser an option to purchase tickets that the purchaser may transfer to any party, at any price and at any time, without additional fees and without the consent of the person employing such ticketing system. Further, “a person employing such a ticketing sales system may employ a paperless ticketing system that does not allow for independent transferability of tickets, provided the purchaser of such tickets is offered the option, at the time of initial sale, to purchase the same tickets in another form that is transferable, independent of such a ticketing sales system, including, but not limited to, paper tickets or e-tickets and without additional fees, regardless of the form or transferability of such tickets.” And, “No person shall deny admission to an entertainment event to a ticket holder who possesses a resold ticket to such entertainment event based solely on the grounds that such ticket has been resold.”

**IN UTAH** [§13-54-201], “Up to 10% of the total number of tickets issued for an event may be restricted.” All other tickets must be “transferable”, barring certain exemptions. Additionally, “a person may not discriminate against an individual or deny an individual admission to an event solely because the individual: resold a ticket to the event independent of the person who issued the ticket or the person’s agent or operator; or purchased a resold ticket to the event.”
Screenshots of the StubHub Purchase Flow
Desktop & Mobile
12/17/2019
1. Visit Stuhub.com and view home page
2. Search for event, artists or team.
3. View listing prices and optional filters before selecting tickets.
4. Select filters including the option to show prices inclusive of estimated fees

**Note:** In this demonstration we elected **not** to select the option inclusive of estimated fees.
5. View event, seat, delivery, and ticket price before going to checkout
6. Sign in, Sign up, or Continue as guest
7. After continuing as guest, you may enter your contact information and continue to payment, or you can cancel out to view pricing details before entering contact information.
8. After entering contact information, order total is displayed. Buyer enters payment details.
9. Review all event, ticket, and pricing details before finalizing your purchase.
Mobile

1. Download or open StubHub App

2. Sign in or Sign Up
3. Select artist, team, venue, or event
4. View available seating options, prices, and filters

5. Select desired filters including the option to view prices inclusive of estimated fees – **Note:** In this demonstration we elected **not** to select prices inclusive of estimated fees
6. Review all event, ticket, and pricing details before continuing to checkout

Note: This is one screen
7. Select payment method, view price breakdown inclusive of fees, review your order details, and finalize your order.
September 13, 2017

The Honorable Maureen Ohlhausen  
Acting Chairman  
Federal Trade Commission  
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW  
Washington, DC 20580

Dear Acting Chairman Ohlhausen:

We write to convey our concerns with certain recent practices in the ticket resale market and to request the FTC review the use of “white label” or “private label” marketing programs in the online ticket resale industry.

The event ticket resale industry has proven to be a boon to consumers and event organizers alike. Like so many other commercial spheres improved by the internet’s capacity to reduce transaction costs and bring disparate buyers and sellers together, the market for ticket resales has thrived in recent years. But – as in almost any market that exists primarily online – vigilance in protection of consumers is paramount. We are specifically concerned with reports about three types of possibly anti-consumer behavior in this industry.

First, we understand that certain actors in the market employ practices to confuse consumers regarding the identity of vendors. Several private label domains appear to intentionally suggest to consumers a direct and formal affiliation with a particular event venue. For example, our staffs recently entered the search “Madison Square Garden Tickets” into an online search engine, only to find the top paid result “madisonsquaregarden.ticketsoffices.com.” This domain is not at all affiliated with the venue, but is owned by a third-party vendor. Such a domain name may suggest to consumers that they are receiving an original ticket price without a resale markup, or at a minimum may convey a level of reliability not warranted by the relationship between the third party and the venue. This was precisely the type of conduct that merited the 2014 complaint filed by the FTC against TicketNetwork and its private label partners.

Second, even where a private label domain name does not create the undue impression of association with a venue, such a label may still obfuscate the kind of choice a consumer enjoys when shopping online. For example, private label sites are typically granted full access to a resale company’s ticket inventory as well as its fulfillment operations and processing services, essentially becoming a front for the same inventory and back-end operations as the resale company itself. While there are, undoubtedly, perfectly legitimate reasons ticket resale vendors would opt to create private labels, it is apparent that one possible purpose for these arrangements is to create the impression that these private labels are distinct from and unconnected to the original resale company brand. By doing so, these resale companies may be able to skirt and subvert search engine marketing policies that are intended to assure consumers enjoy true choice
between the vendors appearing in search results. When a consumer sees *only* a resale vendor and its various private label affiliates – entities that are connected, but for appearances’ sake, distinct – serious transparency problems arise.

Finally, private labels are sometimes used to conceal high, hidden service fees from consumers. As mentioned above, private labels often employ the exact same inventory and processing as their affiliated resale company. The profit margin for these private brands, then, is often found in an additional markup. There is, of course, a market corrective to such additional fees: consumers are unlikely to pay a private label more for the exact same product that can be found elsewhere. However, some private label domains have taken to disclosing such markups and fees only at the end of the checkout process, thus preventing the kind of price comparison which would otherwise discipline pricing.

Consumers and regulators are used to seeing private labels – in everything from groceries to house cleaning services, in markets online and otherwise. That said, such private labels are liable to abuse if not monitored closely, and especially so online. Therefore, we respectfully ask that the FTC review the use of private labels as vehicles for confusion, price obfuscation, and overall consumer harm. We appreciate your prompt review of this request.

Sincerely,

---

Senator Cory Booker

Senator Orrin Hatch